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THE CHARITIES STUDY GROUP

NORTON WRAGG

Although I volunteered to lead this group dealing with all aspects of the charity stamps and associated material
some time ago I have not produced anything on the group's activities for the magazine before*.
First, many of you will know me as the Society’s Treasurer. I have been collecting Switzerland for many years
before I joined the Society and always admired the design and printing of these issues. However, the disparaging
description of them as ‘semi postal’, even though used examples were plentiful, led me to attempt to form a
collection of covers with correct postal usage which I have shown at our Society meetings and to local philatelic
societies.
I recently purchased the registered cover shown above which has, easily, the most stamps on a single cover that I
have seen. It is addressed to Diethelm and Co. Ltd. in Thailand, a company founded by a Swiss merchant in the
mid 19th Century. It was sent on 15th July 1959 from Heerbrugg, St Gallen and has blocks of four of the complete
set of the 1959 Pro Patria issue plus a 30c stamp from that year’s Europa issue. Total Postage paid was 4.50 Swiss
Francs and 1.80 Swiss Francs donated to the Charity. The breakdown of the postage is as follows :- 80c for the
postage (up to 40g), 50c Registration fee and 3.20 Swiss Francs airmail fee for a letter weighing 38g (manuscript
38). There is an arrival office date stamp of 20 th July and, on the reverse, is a smudged CDS of Bangkok 18 July.
If any members have 'Charities' material which they would like to share or topics for discussion please send it to
me via e-mail (Norton.wragg@gmail.com ) or written copy via the editor.
* n.b. Norton did describe one of his Charity Stamp displays in a two-part article in the September and October
2014 editions of the Newsletter – Editor.

Werner Gattiker

For most aspects of Swiss Philately and Postal History
•
•

Free Standard Price List 1850 – 2012 with both Zumstein/SBK and Stanley Gibbons numbers.
"Werner's Treasure Trove" sent most months to my customers, full of offers of stamps, covers,
cards, blocks, collections & lots, literature, etc.

•
Liechtenstein also available.
Werner Gattiker, P O Box 791 Hassocks, West Sussex, BN6 ODP – 01273 845501 - werner@swisstamps.co.uk
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THE SWISS RAILWAY STATION CLOCK
BOYD MISSTEAR/EDITOR
This article is based on information in the June 2014 edition of the Swiss Railways Society's 'Swiss Express', in
articles by Boyd Misstear and the journal's Editor Malcolm Bulpitt. Thanks are due to Malcolm and Boyd for
enabling it to be published in our Newsletter.

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Railways need to operate a precise timetable requiring precise synchronisation of numerous integrated
components to function successfully. To achieve maximum cohesion, and to keep the disparate parts of
organisations and systems co-ordinated synchronised timing is critical. This is done by station slave clocks
receiving pulses from a central source, a master clock. With their familiar standardised, modernist clock-face, they
have become a reassuring sight in so many of the country's railway stations over the years.
Swiss Post celebrated the qualities of the iconic Swiss Railway Station Clock in 2003 when they issued a stamp in
the “Swiss Design Classics” definitive series (Z1108 – Fig. 1) designed by Susanne Perron and Wolfgang M öhrle.
Later, in 2012, the artist Ursus Wehrli included in the design of his “Tidying-up-Art” stamp (Z1430 – Fig. 2)* a
rather tongue-in-cheek, somewhat “de-constructivist” interpretation of the original clock design.
Have you ever wondered how the distinctive design of the clock itself came about? In 1944 the SBB commissioned
the Swiss engineer Hans Hilfiker (1901-1993) together with Moser-Baer Ltd.** to produce a standard clock which
would replace the many different designs that had been installed across the system. They developed and
produced a modernist clock design with no digits. In 1947 Hilfiker designed, and Moser added, a second hand
(which counts down the seconds before a train leaves) in the form of a red disc-end, similar to a train conductor's
paddle; however this is not like the second hand of our everyday watches and clocks. Hilfiker's design is based on
a one-minute revolution of 58.5 seconds followed by 1.5 seconds standing still vertically before, at the signal from
the master clock, the minute hand clicks to the next minute. He explained that this was to “bring calm in the last
moment and ease punctual train departure”.
The SBB recently considered removing the third red paddle hand and leave just the two black pointers to indicate
minutes and hours. They felt that it may be too expensive to provide replacements (including the separate motor
mechanism) when they fail. The idea was met with a storm of protest from the public as it was seen as an
essential part of 'Swissness' and the plan is currently on hold.
n.b. There is now no need to go to Switzerland to see the “real thing”. Last year the Swiss Ambassador in the UK
presented a full-size SBB Clock to Borough Market in Southwark to thank them, Southwark Cathedral and the local
council for enabling the Swiss to operate a 'House of Switzerland' promotion there during the London Olympics
period. The clock is sponsored by the makers Mondaine and is mounted high up in one of the main halls of the
Market with a plaque to commemorate the occasion set into the floor below it.
Alternatively, Mondaine, the manufacturer of the official SBB watch does offer their 'stop2go' model that features
the red paddle which pauses as with the station clocks.*** Also, the SBB apparently offer an electronic version of
their clock (complete with the red second hand) for personal use on home computers in the form of
downloadable screen saver files in two versions – large or small.
*n.b. this stamp, with its two-section format was a strong candidate for the title of 'the largest Swiss stamp' until
the recently issued bat- and ammonite-shaped stamps appeared!
**a Sumiswald-based Swiss clock manufacturer founded in 1938 by Wilhelm Moser, now known for their
MOBATIME and MOBATEC brands.
*** Malcolm tells me that they are available from larger John Lewis stores in the UK and in Switzerland can be
purchased at Inquiry Offices on major stations as well as at conventional watch shops.
(Editor)
The Society is grateful to Swiss Post for allowing illustrations of its products to be published in the Newsletter.
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IN THE SHADOW: CUSTOMS AGENCIES OF SWITZERLAND ABROAD
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Dr. MATTHIAS VOGT

Fig. 1 (left) Luino. Both customs and post office cancels on the same parcel card.
Fig. 2 (right) Letter from the Swiss customs agency abroad at Konstanz. Conveyed by ship to Kreuzlingen (Swiss) and there put in a post
box for postage free transport.

Acknowledgements: This article was first published in the 'Mitteilungsblatt der ArGe. Schweiz e.V.' (31st Year. No.
74 Pages 16-18). The Society is grateful to the author and the German ASV (Swiss Study Group Association) for
their permission to publish it in our Newsletter; and to their Hans Zinken and our Eric Lienhard for their valuable
work on the translation.
The associates in the shadow. Besides its postal agencies abroad, Switzerland also maintained customs agencies in
foreign lands. Whilst the cancels of the postal agencies are thoroughly researched and avidly sought, little is
known about their customs agency colleagues. I have found only one page of literature on this subject - in the
unmissable cancels collection of Andres and Emmenegger (under 156 I), otherwise nothing. Let us attempt a first
classification of these agencies and their cancels. Additions and corrections would be appreciated.
Switzerland probably had the same reason to establish postal agencies as well as customs agencies abroad, close
to the border: an agency outside the state boundary was practical when large volumes of mail and goods passed
through these places. The customs agencies were often situated in the same communes as the postal agencies. I
am pleased to show a piece of an Italian parcel card, with the cancels of both agencies in Luino next to each other.
Were they possibly in the same building ? (Fig. 1)
I would like to limit this presentation to cancels which appear on stamps and labels, and ignore bills of lading or
customs receipts, even though we find many despatch cancels of customs agencies abroad on these documents.
Considered also are official letters transported free within Switzerland. Some of these exist with despatch cancels
of customs agencies abroad (Fig. 2). It was nice to see how the officials worked out the actual postal charge due
for the distance to the frontier.
There were two ways in which cross-border goods were involved with Swiss customs agencies: parcel post and
general goods, mainly transported by rail. The customs treatment of the parcel post is evidenced by customs
cancels on travel documents i.e. parcel cards. Customs treatment of general goods is shown on customs
declarations - if otherwise duty free, the so-called “statistical tax” on them was to be paid with postage stamps
and cancelled with customs cancels. This cancelling of stamps with customs cancels lasted from 1 st January 1885
until 31st December 1959. Generally we only know this on document cut-outs of customs declarations; the
declaration itself was destroyed – an early example of data protection.
Cancels from Swiss customs agencies abroad can thus be found on parcel cards or stamps; whereby, it can be
found that most customs agencies abroad were only involved in one of the goods streams. It is noticeable that, by
the parcel post, customs treatment (until 1939) almost exclusively occurred on foreign parcel cards, i.e. incoming
post and not outgoing post. That is due to the fact that customs duty was only being levied on the export of skins,
scrap and other waste i.e. on goods not suitable for parcel post. Customs cancels on Swiss parcel cards are only
found when a parcel was returned by a foreign recipient and became dutiable as re-import. Genuine export
treatment of Swiss customs on parcel cards is rare: in 25 years I have only found a few.
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Fig. 6

Fig. 3 Cancel of the Swiss customs agency abroad at Domodossola on parcel card.
Fig. 4 Luino cancel on stamp. Fig. 5 Pontarlier cancel on parcel card. Fig. 6 Pontarlier cancel on stamp.

In Italy there are only three customs agencies abroad known. Andres and Emmenegger name Como and show a
date cancel of 1896, which means it is on parcel post (date cancels were already banned on stamps in 1896). I
have not yet seen this cancel.
Andres and Emmenegger do not list Domodossola. The cancel of this agency however is relatively plentiful on
parcel post, i.e. on despatch labels to Switzerland (Fig. 3). I know it as a date cancel and as a harp-shaped box
cancel. In parcel traffic Domodossola, besides main route Chiasso, was one of the most used secondary routes
(besides Luino). On stamps I do not know of any customs cancels of Domodossola. The agency does not seem to
have participated in goods traffic.
Different in Luino: there exist several cancels from this customs agency abroad: frame cancels or date cancels (I
even know of an identifiable mute cancel from Luino), on stamps as well as parcel cards (Figs. 1 and 4). The
agency was thus involved with parcel as well as general goods transport.
From France two customs agencies abroad are known:
• Andres and Emmenegger name Chassiers-Gare with a shield cancel without date, which indicates
general goods transport. I do not know this cancel.
• I do know the cancel of Pontarlier. Date cancels and harp-shaped frame cancels from this agency are
known, particularly on parcel cards, rarer on stamps (Figs. 5 and 6). Pontarlier was thus involved in
both transport streams.
The greater number of known Swiss customs agencies abroad, are from German agencies, in total six, all involved
in general transport. This was because the parcel transport via Germany to Switzerland was clearly regulated:
besides the two main routes through Basel and Romanshorn, there were secondary routes through Schaffhausen,
Rorschach and Kreuzlingen – and nothing else. Thus no customs agency abroad was involved.
Known agencies are (see illustrations in Figs. 7 and 8 on next page):
• Basel Bad(ischer) Bahnhof Rangierbahnhof (marshalling yard) – the customs agency there was on
German soil. There were various cancel types and also an identifiable mute cancel.
• Erzingen in various cancel types, also as date cancel 1885 on Standing Helvetia.
• Konstanz, first written Constanz – this was the most active customs agency abroad in Germany, also
with various cancel types.
• Singen is plentiful on stamps, again in various cancel types.
• Rielasingen however appears rarely and, finally, Waldshut is even rarer.
How long were the Swiss customs agencies abroad in operation? From Waldshut there is an old frame cancel
which is recorded from 1864 until 1867. Most of the others started in the 1880s and went deep into the 20 th
Century. From three of the agencies – Basel Badische Bahn Rangierbahnhof (marshalling yard), Luino and Singen –
I have found cancels with dates from 1958 and 1959.
Perhaps the customs agencies abroad are less well known than the postal agencies abroad – although they were
in action longer.
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Fig. 7 Constanz (later Konstanz), Erzingen, Singen and Waldshut cancels on stamps.

Fig. 8 Rielasingen and Basel Badische Bahn Rangierbahnhof (marshalling yard) cancels (together with the famous dumb cancel).

P.S.: And then there were also Swiss customs agencies in Liechtenstein. Seen objectively, they were in a foreign
country and thus should be classified as customs agencies abroad. Although with the fine distinction that their
cancels only appear on Liechtenstein stamps, because Switzerland administers all the customs traffic of this mini
state, based on a treaty from 1923. Since then, for example, shield cancels have included the words “Schweiz(er)
Zollamt i(n) F(ürstentum) Liechtenstein”. I know of these Liechtenstein stamps with Swiss customs cancels on
documents regulating the import or export of motor vehicles. I do not know if the cancels were used in the
regular postal transport.
According to a catalogue by the Liechtenstein Collectors Circle, ”Ring der Liechtensteinsammler” customs cancels
are known from the following places: Binsen, Hinterschellenberg, Nendeln, Ruggell Strasse, Schaan, Schaanwald
and Steg. In my experience only those of Schaan and Schaanwald are numerous.
MUTE CUSTOMS CANCELS OF SWITZERLAND

Dr. MATTHIAS VOGT

Acknowledgements: This article was first published in the 'Mitteilungsblatt der ArGe. Schweiz e.V.' (31st Year. No.
75 Page 40). The Society is grateful to the author and the German ASV (Swiss Study Group Association) for their
permission to publish it in our Newsletter; and to their Hans Zinken and our Eric Lienhard for their valuable work
on the translation. It is a summary report from the catalogue of a stamp exhibition at which Dr. Vogt was
exhibiting. The illustration below shows an example of the material displayed.

A ‘collection of cancellers’ on 5 th August 1938 at customs office SBB (Swiss Federal Railways) cargo P (small) V (express). The drawers
and cabinets contained two ‘talking’ and nine ‘mute’ cancellers. With some 300 customs agencies in Switzerland, one can reckon on
there being more than 1,000 different mute cancellers in use at that time.

Mute customs cancels are the product of a time in which Switzerland wanted to obtain extra money – fees for
consignments of goods which were actually free of duty. However on 1 st January 1885 the federal council
introduced an additional “statistical fee”, to be paid in valid postage stamps stuck on customs declaration forms,
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to be checked and cancelled by customs personnel. Because it caused more work for the cancellers available, from
1887 the customs personnel made their own cancellers, tolerated by authority, from any suitable material –
anarchy in philately.
Of all the “other” areas of Swiss philately, the mute customs cancels are amongst the most obscure. They were
struck on regular postage stamps, sometims on quite rare ones. Their form is strange and does not show time or
location of use. The majority of these cancels appear clumsy and unattractive. Some are particularly ugly with
black ink spread over large areas. However there are elegant and amusing shapes. This minority is distinct from
the large majority and one can attempt to identify these cancels. This area of research has appealed to me for
several years.
I have tried to identify on which documents mute cancels can occur, and which means are available to the
collector, to determine place and time.
HAMMER CANCELLERS

BOB MEDLAND

I have just discovered an on-line forum hosted by eBay. Here is the link: http://community.ebay.com/t5/TheStamp-Board/Replica-of-Original-Chat-Board/gpm-p/21470562/page/4 On my first search I discovered some
interesting covers/cards with early Razorblade cancels including the very scarce Lausanne prototype.
There are also interesting comments and examples of ‘hammer’ cancellers: these were a German design and
widely used in that country. Michael Rutherfoord wrote an article about these unusual cancellers in the June 2004
Newsletter (pp. 41/42). The Swiss postal authorities ordered two for trialling in Bern but evidently decided not to
order more of the design. They remained in use between 1902 and 1911 but they are not easy to find and easily
overlooked. The website shows a photograph of the Bern ‘Type B’ canceller which is in the Museum for
Communication in Bern and mentioned by Michael in the May 2005 Newsletter (p.39). It is shown below (Fig. 1)
alongside an example of its use on a cover from my collection (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

NEWS FROM SWISS POST
Swiss Post has issued a stamp to commemorate the world's first postage stamp, Britain's Penny Black. It is
available mint or used, and on first day cover. A nicely designed “multilateral joint birthday booklet” has also been
produced containing the special stamps issued by Switzerland, Germany, Liechtenstein and Austria to mark the
event with their associated first day cancellations. (CHF 17.00)
The Union of Swiss Philatelic Societies (USPS) is celebrating its 125 th Anniversary this year. A special CHF 1.00
commemorative stamp has been issued by Swiss Post to mark the occasion. The stamp is available in pairs,
separated by an interspace “vignette” featuring the USPS's logo. There is also a combi-folder illustrating the
Union's history and key dates in the development of philately in Switzerland, as well as the 125 th and 100th
Anniversaries commemorative stamps with appropriate first day cancellations (CHF 6.00).
Swiss Post reports that a new 'Swiss Brand Museum' was opened in April 2015 in the former customs house near
the Bear-Pit in Berne. The Museum celebrates “high-quality Swiss firms, large and small, and product
innovations”. Not surprisingly, Swiss Post, described by them as “one of the most venerable of Swiss institutions”,
was chosen as one of the exhibits. Admission is free. Website – www.swissbrandmuseum.com
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DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
THE SOCIETY'S ANNUAL NATIONAL MEETING
The Society’s Annual National Meeting 2016 will take place at the Old Swan Hotel Harrogate on 30th April – 1st
May 2016. Further details and a booking form will be included with the January newsletter
REGIONAL MEETINGS OF THE SOCIETY
The Southern Group – Saturday 3rd October commencing at 10.30.a.m. at "The Three Crowns" public house at
Southampton Road, Whaddon, Alderbury (postcode SP5 3HB) which is just off the A36, 4 miles south east of
Salisbury. The main speaker will be our own Marc Burgess who will entertain us with some of the treasures from
his Swiss Collection, linked to his family history. Those attending are invited to bring a few sheets to display in the
afternoon. Werner Gattiker will probably bring some of his stock for sale. The following dates are pencilled in for
2016: 27th February and 8th October, and suggestions for topics and speakers would be most welcome. The date
for a mid-year meeting has not yet been fixed. Further information, including details of the location of the venue
in Whaddon, is on the Society's Website or direct from Werner Gattiker - business e-mail address: werner
@swisstamps.co.uk, Tel. Office: 01273 845501 and Home: 01273 842135.
The Northern Group resumes activities on Saturday 7 th November the subject being: 'New Acquisitions/ Members'
Choice'. Details of the March and April 2016 meetings will follow. All meetings take place at Corporation Mill,
Sowerby Bridge, Yorkshire commencing at 2.00.p.m. Further details from David Hope Tel. 0161 3030091.
SINDELFINGEN 2016
The important annual stamp exhibition in Germany, the 'Sindelfingen International Stamp Fair', will take place on
29th -31st October this year. Further details can be found on their website: www messe-sindelfingen.de The
German Swiss Study Group Association (AGSV) expect to have some VIP guests there - from the USA Roger Heath
(President of the American HPS) and from Switzerland Giovanni Balimann (President of the Consilium Philatelicae
Helveticae). Robert Bäuml will hold a presentation about Swiss Hotel Post during the event.
FORTHCOMING AUCTIONS
Corinphila Auktionen AG have informed the Society that their next International Auctions in Z ürich will take place
on 18th-21st November 2015 and 15th-18th June 2016. They have also sent us the list of prices realised at their
auctions held in May this year. Further details are available on their website: www.corinphila.ch
A REPORT FROM THE SOCIETY'S WEBMASTER
FRED HOADLEY
Two new displays, featuring postcards, have been added to the 'Exhibits' section on the Society’s website:
•
•

The first is a beautiful display of postcards, taking us on a pictorial tour of the Canton of Berne,
contributed by Paul Jenkins.
The second display, from Robert Wightman, illustrates the problems with postal agreements that
applied between individual countries in the latter part of the 19 th Century regarding the international
use of postcards. A fascinating subject.

Visit the website at: http://www.swiss-philately.co.uk and view these exhibits, together with other displays that
have been contributed in recent years.
CONTACTING THE SOCIETY'S LIBRARIAN
BOB MEDLAND
Bob Medland would like all members who wish to contact him to use his new website address: librarian@swissphilately.co.uk , and not the one previously quoted in the Society Officers contact list published in the July edition
of the Newsletter. Thankyou.
A MUSEUM TO SEEK OUT
EDITOR
Ten miles west of Liechtenstein on the shores of the Walensee is Walenstadt, the home of a museum dedicated to
the renowned stamp engraver Karl Bickel. Why not pay it a visit and let our readers know what you thought of it?
For those who can't make it, there is a website: www.museumbickel.ch
AEROPHILATELY - Did you know that a SWISSAIR philatelic club (Philatelisten-Club Swissair) is still operating,
despite the demise of the national airline. The website address is: www.philclub.swissair.ch
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DESTINATION IDENTIFICATION

ALAN GREEN
I am seeking the help of the membership through the Newsletter to
identify the destination of the wrapper illustrated on the left, which
was posted in Lucerne on 22nd January 1799. I have searched various
scripts on line without success and also contacted a couple of
experts to no avail. The particular word I am having most difficulty
with is the one on the bottom line which is not written in any
standard German lettering – see below. It looks like “Varelro”? Any
suggestions would be gratefully received. (Answers to the Editor)

SWISS ART DECO

RICHARD DONITHORN

It was nice to see the Swiss Airmail stamp depicting the aircraft pilot (ZF/7) on the cover of the September edition
of 'Stamp Magazine'. The article to which it related was entitled 'Modernist World' and described how the Art
Deco style influenced the design of many stamps in the 1920s and '30s. Elements of Art Deco could be seen in
France's set to promote the 'Exposition des Arts Decoratifs et Industriels Modernes' held in Paris in 1925. But by
then several countries had produced airmails in Art Deco style, one of the first being Karl Bickel and Pierre Vibert's
set for Switzerland in 1923 (ZF/3 – 15). This was described by the author of the article, Michael Chambers, as “the
most impressive and distinctive of all ….... forming a kaleidoscope of Art Deco images.” Switzerland chose the Art
Deco style again in 1932 with the designs for the higher values/airmails for the International Disarmament
Conference set (ZF/16 – 18). Congratulations must go to Messers Bickel and Vibert for their efforts, way back then,
to promote the cause of modern design. One hopes that one day more of Switzerland's current crop of avant
garde designers will be given similar opportunities and recognition.
ARTICLES WITH A SWISS RAILWAY THEME
MALCOLM BULPITT
The Editor of the Swiss Railway Society's magazine 'Swiss Express', Malcolm Bulpitt, would be happy to consider
suitable articles written by our members for publication in future editions (and, if they are also of philatelic
interest, so would your editor!). Malcolm's Email address is: editor@swissrailsoc.org.uk
UV AND RAILWAY STAMPS INFORMATION
EDITOR
I have had no response so far to my request for members to tell me how they use UV lamps to examine Swiss
stamps or cancellations(HPSN June 2015 Page 54). Fortunately Zumstein may be coming to my rescue, at least in
part. Its publication 'Schweiz-Liechtenstein Katalog 2016' is due out shortly. It promises to contain an "article
concernant des timbres suisse sous la lumière UV, Contrefaçon de cachet et antidate". It will also include "un
nouveau de référence synoptique: timbres de chemin de fer". Price: CHF35, or CHF38 spiral bound, excluding
postage.
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